Policy
What Kind of Policy Expected:

More efficient procedure for the people:
- Permits (HR, HTR, Village Forest)
- Sales

Incentive:
- Tax holiday (PBB) on community forest

Infrastructure:
- Access to community forest

Pro-LCF Budget Allocation Policy:
- For institutional building and capacity improvements
- Timber inventory and area mapping
- SVLK audit cost

Affecting budget politics policy:
- Green Procurement (make market accessible)
The Procedure:

Disclosing, documenting and promoting forest management practices to CLF:
- Economy (Timber, Non-Timber, Area Economy)
- Social
- Ecology
- PAD (forest as well as industry)

Building farmer organization/ community forest operator (Association, Federation...) ex. AKATRI

Seizing the authority of affirmative local political powers
Improving regional government capacity to be able to produce pro-CLF policies